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This invention relates to a container for collecting 
urine from a patient and more particularly to such a con 
tainer that can be emptied from its bottom without con 
taminating the urine in the container or spilling urine 
on an operator emptying the container. 
Very often a hospital patient is catheterized, such as 

after a prostatectomy- operation, and urine drains out 
through a catheter, along a ?exible drainage tube, and 
into a collecting container. Periodically these collecting 
containers must be emptied, and this invention concerns 
a container which can be emptied while still connected 
to the drainage tube leading from the patient. 

In many of the previous urine collection containers, 
an inlet at its top served both as a ?lling inlet and as 
an emptying outlet. When emptying such a container, an 
operator had to disconnect the ?exible drainage tube from 
the inlet so he could invert the container and pour out 
the urine. This procedure was messy and an operator 
could, if not careful, contaminate a large external area 
about the inlet with urine from the container. This urine 
which had remained in the container for a considerable 
time might contain contaminating bacteria which could 
contact an end of the drainage tube when reconnected 
to the container’s inlet and possibly work its way into 
a patient’s bladder. Applicants’ container drains ‘from its 
bottom and has a rigid housing about an emptying tube 
which precludes this from happening. 

Perhaps this invention can be better understood by 
referring to the drawings, in which: 
FIGURE 1 is a ‘front elevational view of the bottom 

emptying collection container connected to a drainage 
tube; 
FIGURE 2 is a bottom plan view of FIGURE 1; and 
FIGURE 3 is an enlarged sectional view of an outlet 

port structure of the bottom emptying collection con 
tainer. , 

Referring to the drawings, a variable volume container 
1, such as a l-ay?at bag, has an inlet 2 at its top and ‘an 
outlet 3 at its bottom. In FIGURE 1, the container inlet 
2 has an upstanding neck 7 connected to an adapter 6 
which in turn is connected to a drainage tube 4 adjacent 
its end 9. At an opposite end of drainage tube 4 is a 
catheter adapter 5 for connecting to a urethral catheter 
in a patient. Thus, urine ?ows from the patient along tube 
4 through adapter 6 and into container 1, which can be 
hung from a bedrail or carried by a hanger 12 attached 
to supports 10 and 11. 
To guard against the container becoming overly full 

of urine, an over?ow vent ‘8 is provided either in neck 
7 or adapter 6 at a point below end 9 of drainage tube 
4. Should collected urine in container 1 over?ow through 
vent 8 it will not contaminate the urine dripping from 
end 9 of drainage tube 4, because there is an air space 
between drainage tube end 9 and vent 8. 

Although the container has this over?ow, it should 
be emptied through its bottom outlet before it becomes 
this full. The container’s outlet has a port structure which 
includes a rigid transparent thermoplastic emptying tube 
13 with an upper end 14 sealed to outlet 3 of container 
1. This emptying tube 13 has a passage 16 that extends 
longitudinally therethrough between upper end 14 and 
lower end 15. Intermediate these two ends of emptying 
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tube 13 is a transverse tapered passage 17 forming a 
valve seat for a rotary valve core 18. This valve core 
18 has a passage 19 and can selectively open and close 
passage 16. 

Adjacent lower end 15 of emptying tube 13 is a rigid 
transparent thermoplastic bell-shaped housing 20 con 
nected to the emptying tube 13 with a drip tube segment 
23 of emptying tube 13 extending a short distance into 
housing 20. This housing 20 with a wall 21 spacedly sup 
ported a distance from the emptying tube’s lower end 
15 protects it from contamination and gives an operator 
a convenient place to grasp for manipulating the empty 
ing tube 13 when draining container 1. Housing wall 21 
terminates at its lower end in a mouth 22 which ‘has a 
larger diameter than the diameter of passage 16 at lower 
end 15 of emptying tube 13. With this structure urine 
can drip or stream out of drip tube segment 23 of empty 
ing tube 13 and pass out through housing-20 without 
touching the housing 20. 
A removable closure 24 with a skirt 26 and an end 

wall 25 closes off mouth 22 of bell-shaped housing and 
protects lower end 15 of emptying tube 13 from bacterial 
contamination, whether air borne or from other sources. 
The end wall 25 is spaced a distance below lower end 
15 of emptying tube 13 so as not to touch any moisture 
or urine that might be on this lower end 15. A cooperat 
ing rib 27 and groove 28 on housing wall 21 and skirt 
26 keep the ?exible thermoplastic closure snap ?tted to 
housing 20 until pulled off by handle 29. When an op 
erator empties the container, he pulls off closure 24 and 
bends it downwardly so an inclined section 33- of skirt 
26 can clear housing wall 20. Next, he swings closure 
24 around pivot pin 30 on a laterally extending support 
member 31 on the housing 20 to a position as shown in 
FIGURE 1. An enlarged head 34 on pivot pin 30 keeps 
closure 24 in a generally lateral position. In this posi 
tion the closure is completely out of the way of urine 
draining through empying tube 13 and past its lower 
end 15. Finally, valve core 18 is turned to open pas 
sage 16. 

After the container has been emptied, closure 24 is 
again snapped onto housing 20, protecting its interior 
from contamination, and collection of urine from the 
patient continues. During the above emptying procedure, 
the drainage tube 4, adapter 6 and container 1 were 
permanently sealed together, forming :a unitized unsep 
arable channel for urine to ?ow. With applicants’ inven 
tion there is no need to disconnect inlet 2 to empty the 
container. 
The applicants have used a speci?c embodiment to 

illustrate their invention. However, it is understood that 
persons skilled in the art can make certain modi?cations 
to this embodiment without departing ‘from the spirit and 
scope of the invention. 
We claim: 
1. A combination for handling urine comprising: a 

container with an inlet for connecting to a conduit lead 
ing from a patient and with an outlet at its bottom for 
draining urine from the container; an emptying tube with 
a longitudinal passage therethrough, said tube connected 
to the container’s outlet and extending downwardly from 
the container’s outlet to the tube’s lower end; a rigid 
housing connected to the tube, which housing has a wall 
spacedly supported a distance from the tube’s lower end, 
said housing having a mouth of greater cross-sectional 
area than the cross-sectional area of the tube’s passage 
at its lower end; a removable closure closing off the 
housing’s mouth; and a manually manipulable means for 
opening and closing the passage through said tube. 

2. A combination for ‘handling urine as set forth in 
claim 1 wherein a portion of the emptying tube adjacent 
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its lower end extends a distance into the rigid housing, 
to form a drip tube segment. 

3. A combination for handling urine as set forth in 
claim 1 wherein the closure is spacedfrom ‘the. tube’s 

. lower end, when closing off the housing’s mouth so’ as 
not to contact the tube’s lower end. 

4. A combination for handling urine as set forth in 
claim 1 wherein the housing has means for retaining the 
closure in :a position removed from the housing’s mouth 
when not closing off the housing’s mouth so urine drain 
ing from the emptying tube does not contact the closure.) 

5. A combination for ‘handling urine as set‘forth in 
claim 1 wherein the manually manipulable means for 
opening and closing the passage through the ‘emptying 
tube is a rotary valve connected to the emptying tube. 

‘6. A combination for handling urine comprising: a 
variable volume container with a tubular neck at its top 
which has an inlet passage therethrough; a ?exible drain 
age tube with one end adapted to connect to a catheter 
and with another end leading to the inlet passage of 
the tubular neck; an adapter permanently sealed to the 
?exible tubular conduit and to the tubular neck to pro 
vide a continuous unseparable passage for urine to ?ow 
along the ?exible conduit, through the adapter and into 
the variable volume container; said adapter and tubular 

_ neck forming a sub-combination having a vent through 
a wall thereof, said vent located below an end of the 
?exible drainage tube connectedv to the adapter;- said 
variable volume container having an outlet at a bottom 
thereof; a rigid transparent emptying tube connected at 
an upper end to the container’s outlet and extending out 
wardly from the container to the emptying tube’s lower 
end, said emptying tube having a longitudinal passage 
therethrough :and ‘a transverse passage which forms a 
transverse valve seat; a valve core rotatably mounted in 
the transverse valve seat passage, saidcore having a 
a passage therethrough selectively connectable with the 
passage through the emptying tube; a rigid transparent 
housing attached to the emptying tube, which housing has 
a wall spacedly supported about the emptying tube’s lower 
end; said housing having a mouth of larger cross-sec 
tional area than the cross-sectional area of the lOIlgitlldlr 
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, a removableclosure pivotally connected to the pivot post 
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nal‘passage at the emptying tube’s lower end; a'portion \ 
of the emptying tube adjacent the lower end_of the empty 
ing tube extending a distance into the housing forming 
a drip tube segment; a closure support integral with 
the housing and extending laterally outwardly therefrom, 
said support having a pivot post ‘for retaining a closure; 

45 

and having an end wall'closing off 1the mouth of the 
rigid housing with this end wall spaced from the emptying 
tube’s lower end; which closure has a skirt removably 
engaging the rigid housing, ‘said skirt and housing having 
means for retaining the skirt on the housing; and a pull 
tab on the removable closure facilitating the removal of 
the closure’s skirt fromthe housing so the closure can 
be pivoted away from the'housing’s mouth where it will 
not be contacted by urine draining from the emptying 
tube’s lower end. > 

7. In a liquid handling container with a bottom outlet, 
the improvement of the following combination for empty 
ing liquid ‘from the container without contaminating the 
liquid, said combination comprising:_ a rigid emptying 
tube with a longitudinal passage therethrough, said empty 
ing tube adapted to be permanently connected at its up 
per end to the container outlet and extend outwardly to 
the tube’s lower end, a rotary valve connected to the 
tube intermediate its two ends for selectively opening and 
closing the longitudinal passage through the emptying 
tube; a rigid bell-shaped housing connected to the empty 
ing tube, said bell-shaped 'housing having a mouth at its 
lower end, which mouth has a greater cross-sectional area 
than the cross-sectional area of the passage at the emptying 

_ tube’s lower end; and a removable closure closing off the 
mouth of the bell-shaped housing. 

8. The combination as set forth in claim 7 wherein 
the emptying tube and bell-shaped housing are trans 
parent so liquid can be observed draining out of the 
emptying tube’s lower end. 
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